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The Great East Japan Earthquake caused the severe accident in TEPCO Fukushima dai-ichi nuclear power
plant (FDNPP), leading to emission of huge amount of radionuclides to the environment. They have been
transported and diffused by atmospheric motion, depositing them to soil and vegetation. Deposited
radionuclides are dynamically shifted in the earth environment; atmosphere, soil, inland water, ocean,
and ecosystem. To understand this dynamic shift in the environment and for the long-term prediction of
the disaster by the radionuclides, investigation and discussion based on not only the earth sciences
including ecology but also on the radiochemistry and other related sciences. 
In this session, various efforts to understand the dynamic behavior of radionuclides emitted from FDNPP
accident in the earth system as well as to predict their influences on the environment. It is expected
that this session will offer a good opportunity to discuss radionuclides in the earth environment from
wide aspect and to exchange information in various research fields.
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Due to the accident of Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant (FDNPP) in Japan, large amounts of fission
product in the nuclear reactor have been released into the atmosphere. Long lived radioactive nuclides
such as 90Sr and radioactive cesium (134Cs and 137Cs), are the most significant radionuclides in the nuclear
accident and the environmental fate of these nuclides have been attention. The activities of radioactive
cesium can easily be determined from gamma-ray spectroscopy by Ge semiconductor detectors. Contrary
to radioactive cesium, pure beta-ray emitting nuclide; 90Sr should be identified after chemical isolation.
This is reason the studies on environmental behavior related to 90Sr were very limited compare to these
of radioactive cesium. A part of the released radionuclides from the nuclear reactor deposits on the land
area with rainfall. The environmental behavior of the radionuclides is different behaviors for downward
movement due to the difference in on its chemical property[1]. The types of the soil and contensts of
organic matter and clay minerals strongly affects the downward movement of radioactive nuclides. To
estimate the long-term environmental behavior, it is necessary to evaluate the environmental dynamics
of radionuclides in Fukushima prefecture. In this study, depth-profiling of 90Sr and radioactive cesium
were investigated with different surrounding environments near the FDNPP.Soil samples were obtained
at young aged cedar forests in Kawamata Town, and at the open land of Namie Town, Fukushima
Prefecture, 2016. Because the radioactive nuclides were supplied from the organic phase to the soil with
time passing, radioactivities in the litter was also identified for the sample in Kawamata town. For
determination of radioactive cesium concentrations,&gamma;-ray measurement by high purity germanium
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detectors were performed. For 90Sr identification, we adopted a multistage classical precipitation
method to separate 90Sr fraction. To detect 90Sr activities, the growth of 90Y; daughter nuclide of 90Sr
was measured from Cherenkov light counting. The yield of 90Sr was determined from the amount of natSr
added before the chemical separation as a carrier by ICP-MS measurement. 
[1] S. Forsberg et al., J. Environ. Radioactivity., 2000, 50, 235-252


